Dear Chewonki friends,

Over the course of the Centennial Weekend last August, hearing people from a wide variety of Chewonki backgrounds tell their stories was deeply inspiring to me. I heard Boys Camp alumni from the 1940s articulating the same passion and appreciation for Chewonki that Maine Reach alumni from the 1970s and Semester School alumni from ten years ago were expressing. Men and women in their eighties (and one in her nineties), in their twenties, and in between recounted how Chewonki has affected them and continues to influence their personal and professional choices and priorities. Across generations, across programs, and over time, Chewonki has made an important difference in many people’s lives.

The extraordinary philanthropic support so many of you provided during the Centennial Year profoundly strengthened Chewonki’s ability to continue to provide the kind of educational experiences that today’s and tomorrow’s students will remember. I feel privileged to be part of this special organization and I am grateful for the role you play in keeping it vital. Thank you.

Chewonki has exciting plans that will carry forward its best traditions and make it even more effective in fulfilling its mission in the years ahead. Please stay in close touch; I know you will continue to be inspired and impressed.

John Warren, Chair, Board of Trustees

Dear friends,

Our Centennial Year provided a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to honor Chewonki’s history, celebrate what it is today, and look toward the future together. Thank you for being part of this milestone year! More than 1,200 people donated to the Chewonki Annual Fund in FY 2015, lifting us over the $1,000,000 mark for the first time ever. Over 1,000 people attended a centennial event on Chewonki Neck or elsewhere around the country. Hundreds are now enjoying the commemorative book, *Chewonki: 100 Years of Learning Outdoors*, and the wonderful CD *’Round the Campfire*. Countless more people became part of our centennial by following the *Chronicle*, newspaper coverage, and other communications.

This special report is one way to thank you for a truly meaningful, exciting year and give you a better sense of all that your support has made possible. I hope you’ll find yourself and your Chewonki story reflected somehow in these pages. I also hope you see yourself in Chewonki’s future. As much as the 2015 centennial marked the end of our first century, it also marked the beginning of our second. We look forward to sharing it with you!

Willard Morgan, President
Thank you for a great Centennial Year!

Chewonki’s Centennial Year will go down as one of the great times in this organization’s history. From August 2014 through August 2015, staff and friends from all generations and all programs enjoyed the chance to share this proud moment. We reflected on the past, exploring the archives and listening to the recollections of people who have known Chewonki for a lifetime. We celebrated the dynamism of Chewonki today, its compelling educational programs, outstanding staff, and ever-evolving lands. We envisioned a new century of innovation, tradition, and life-changing learning outdoors.

You contributed to this year-long extravaganza in a multitude of ways. You reconnected with friends, teachers, counselors, and leaders. You found your way to events in Maine, Boston, New York City, Washington, D.C., Atlanta, San Francisco, and Seattle. You came back to Wiscasset from all over the world for a joyful Centennial Weekend. Whether or not you could be here physically, you gave your time, talent, and enthusiasm to make the year a success.

Last but not least, you affirmed the continuing importance of the Chewonki mission by contributing more than $1,000,000 to the Chewonki Annual Fund. What a way to celebrate!

We are grateful for all the affirmations you gave to Chewonki throughout the Centennial Year. This report showcases some of the activities and improvements that your support made possible in FY 2015. First, though, we look back at the wonderful year that was. THANK YOU.

Centennial Weekend, August 14-16, 2015
Marking a milestone with joy and intention

In 1915, Clarence Allen had some big ideas. He believed that young people benefit from spending time outside, enjoying themselves and learning about nature with the guidance of excellent teachers who mentor as well as educate; that they grow to meet challenges when caring adults put trust in them; that they give their best when they find themselves in a small community where integrity, friendship, hard work, love of learning, and appreciation of nature are valued.

Clarence Allen’s big ideas have endured through 44 U.S. presidents; five wars; the Great Depression and the Great Recession; the arrival of the internet and the iPhone; Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, Wendell Berry’s The Unsettling of America, and Richard Louv’s Last Child in the Woods; the establishment of the Environmental Protection Agency; and the realization of climate change. Through it all young people have steadily come to learn and have fun at Chewonki and returned home with a stronger sense of who they are and what they will do in and for the world. That’s a legacy worth celebrating.

Centennial Year gave people a way to deepen their connection to Chewonki’s ideals, community, and place. Many who came to Centennial Weekend said they experienced intense memories connecting them to the young person they were when they first arrived as a camper, student, or staff member years ago.

During a sun-dappled Sunday Service at the Point, one person after another stood to describe the impact Chewonki has had on their lives. Even
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newcomers were moved. Barbara Perman, wife of Jim Ballard (Boys Camp staff ’47-’51), said she had “come along not having my own relationship with Chewonki—but I sure do now. It’s opened my heart up.” Touched by what he’d experienced over the weekend, Schuyler Gould (Boys Camp ’59-’63, ’65) commented, “In retrospect it seems utterly appalling that I almost didn’t come because I thought I was too busy—which would have been a grand mistake, but I wouldn’t have known.” He concluded, “I’ve learned to show up.”

KC Golden (Boys Camp staff ’83; Wilderness Trips staff ’84; Building Program staff ’83, ’84; MCS 39 and 44 parent; foundation advisor) picked up that theme and urged us to keep showing up, here and in all of our communities, making our voices heard, using what we discovered at Chewonki to create a better world.

Something good has affected thousands of people who’ve come to Chewonki since Clarence Allen hatched his big ideas. The world needs more of it. You and we have important work to do—and a hundred years ahead.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CENTENNIAL WEEKEND

A blue sky arced over Chewonki Neck and sunlight infused every inch of it. The sound of greetings crisscrossed campus and hugs were the standard currency. Some highlights are listed below. You can find lots more about Centennial Weekend by going to www.chewonki.org/centennial.

Friday

- First wave of arrivals
- Chewonki staff began a full weekend schedule of short courses on topics such as encampment skills, story telling, animal adaptations, Nature Rove, sustainability, farm chores, trail work, and Holman Day poetry recitation
- At the waterfront, throngs swam, sailed, canoed, and kayaked; on the fields, Ultimate Frisbee, dodge ball, soccer, and Rocks prevailed
- Campfire Circle overflowed; performers from six decades entertained the crowd with new acts and classics from the Chewonki canon
Saturday
• Chewonki at Work in the World: alumni described their work and Chewonki’s influence
• Representatives of Russia’s Komi Peace Committee presented gifts honoring the 26 summers that Komi students have come to Chewonki
• Descendants of founder Clarence Allen received a proclamation of appreciation
• With food from the farm and other Maine producers, the kitchen served dinner for 600, ending with Mud Rove ice cream
• The legendary Stumblebums, an a cappella group of Boys Camp staff, charmed us with smooth harmonies and matching boaters
• Willard Morgan spoke under the tent: “We celebrate the leaders who brought us this far. We celebrate this place...We celebrate the thousands of lives changed by Chewonki...[and] Chewonki’s impact on each of us—a gift for life...And we celebrate all that is to come!”
• Videographer Charlie Hudson (Boys Camp ’91,’93,’95; Wilderness Trips ’96-’98) unveiled a stirring tribute video
• Singer/songwriter Dave Mallett and his band capped the evening with music; Mallett composed “I Knew This Place,” a song that’s become a Chewonki anthem

Sunday
• Sunday Service at the Point, led by Tim Ellis and Dick Thomas, provided a chance to express memories and gratitude and sit in silence together under the trees
• Keeping the festivities going, a group set sail on the schooner Mary Day for a week in Penobscot Bay
• Chewonki’s second century began
Chewonki at Work in the World

“Chewonki at Work in the World” was a speaker series on the Saturday of Centennial Weekend featuring nine outstanding alumni talking about their work and its connection to their Chewonki experiences. Below are excerpts from two speakers’ presentations. Find out what else they and the other speakers said by going to www.chewonki.org/centennial.

KC Golden (energy and climate change expert; Boys Camp staff ’83; Wilderness Trips staff ’84; Building Program staff ’83, ’84; MCS 39 and 44 parent; current foundation advisor): “We cannot very well tell the two billion people who have known nothing that we would call… economic opportunity, ‘Sorry, the atmosphere is already full of the emissions that created our prosperity so I guess you’re out of luck’… We are going to have to engineer a different sustainable path to broadly shared prosperity… We need to wage and win the clean energy revolution that we now know is possible…”

Malin Pinsky (Ph.D., ecologist, marine biologist, researcher, professor; Mariners ’84; MCS 20): “Two of the things that I took away from my experiences here at Chewonki: living deliberately and living with a purpose—in part [from] the English class with Amy [Rogers]… and also from the Mariners trip, being on a boat where the knot you tied was really important… [A]nd through the semester, we had the chance to do real work… I learned the importance of the difference an individual can make…”

Right: Three generations of MacNeishes
If “archives” makes you think of a dusty, silent room, you don’t know the Chewonki archives. Terry Marsh, a member of the board of advisors, mother of alumnus John Marsh (Boys Camp ‘02-‘07; Wilderness Trips ‘08, ‘09), and a conservator of works on paper, has been creating order out of chaos amid an avalanche of memorabilia in the Allen Center since 2013. In so doing, she has made the past accessible and illuminated our understanding of Chewonki through letters, photographs, records, ephemera, and treasures such as old camp sweaters and a copy of Roger Tory Peterson’s *Guide to the Birds* signed by both him and Clarence Allen.

Thanks to Terry, Boat Shop and Wood Shop Manager Scott Peterson (MCS 25, Wilderness Trips staff ‘08; foundation staff ‘09-present), and archivist Elizabeth Estey (who comes from Stonington, Maine, now and then to provide professional advice), those here for Centennial Weekend enjoyed a rich exhibition of historical material that prompted wonderful recollections and conversations.

“An archive is a living thing,” Terry explains. “The work can’t stop.” New material arrives almost daily. Rather than try to stem the tide, Terry encourages it. “I hope alumni will search their attics and cellars for Chewonki items and send them to us rather than tossing them out,” she says.

We thank Terry Marsh for her enthusiasm, skill, and the hundreds of hours she has invested in organizing and preserving the testaments of Chewonki’s history for all to enjoy.
Eighty-three curious, bright, energetic high school juniors came to Chewonki last year for a 14-week semester adventure. Semester 53 students in the fall and Semester 54 students in the spring settled into their cabins, dove into their studies, and soon learned that here, their participation mattered—in classrooms and cabins, during morning chores and afternoon work programs, on field trips and wilderness trips.

Last year’s semester school students came from 20 states and 66 schools, 43 independent and 23 public. They created a vibrant community on Chewonki Neck and returned to their sending schools and homes with new knowledge and skills and a deeper understanding of themselves and their place in the ecological and human communities where they live. We hope that leads to fulfilling work that benefits the world.

This sampling of teachers’ comments to students at semester’s end provides insight into the remarkable young people here during the 2014-2015 academic year:

• “You’ve shown tremendous self-knowledge and great eagerness to develop a richer understanding of yourself, your relationships, and your place in the world.”

• “From the beginning…you demonstrated through your actions how much you value building community and taking responsibility…You see something that will help the community, and you jump to do it.”

• “You dived deeply into the material, seeking connections between topics and between disciplines, and you are eloquent in offering your view.”

• “…[Y]ou did a fantastic job of peeling away the layers of the world that sought to pre-define you…”

• “[B]rilliant…passionate, engaged, thoughtful, and committed to doing what is right…”

Best of luck to all our Semester 53 and Semester 54 students!

Financial aid allows admission of the very best students

Excellence in any academic program comes from the caliber of students as well as teachers. There are many extraordinary students, however, whose families can’t keep pace with the skyrocketing cost of education. We want a Chewonki education to be accessible to outstanding students from all backgrounds.

With your help we have made good progress in recent years, significantly increasing the financial aid we can provide. Chewonki Annual Fund dollars allow us to recruit exceptional students across the country, whether or not they have the means to afford full tuition. In FY 2015, the semester school awarded over $410,000 in financial aid. This represents 19.5 percent of gross tuition revenue.

Welcoming the most talented students, regardless of ability to pay, benefits the whole semester community—and ultimately the world. We are grateful to donors who have made financial aid a priority.

*HOT OFF THE PRESS
Chewonki Semester School is now Maine Coast Semester at Chewonki

This fall, we brought forward the semester’s original name at its founding back in 1988. “Maine Coast Semester at Chewonki” honors the school’s strong sense of place here on Chewonki Neck in midcoast Maine. It also highlights a key aspect of our students’ experience. Welcome back, MCS! You can read more about the name change by going to www.chewonki.org/mcsnamechange.
Benedict Foundation grants $40,000 for semester capstones

The Benedict Foundation for Independent Schools has awarded Chewonki a $40,000 grant to fund faculty time for overseeing the semester’s human ecology capstones, independent research projects that each student completes as the culmination of their studies; and faculty training to guide this student work most effectively. We thank the foundation for supporting this innovative element of our curriculum.

In academic year 2014-2015, students chose a wide range of capstone subjects to explore. Every student made a final presentation to the whole semester community; some continued working on their project after returning to their sending schools. Among last year’s topics:

- What were some of the herbal remedies that local Penobscot and Abenaki tribes used and can they benefit people today?
- What are the benefits and challenges of urban agriculture and how could my city school create a vegetable garden?
- What are the impacts of residual PCBs on the ecosystems and people of the Hudson River?
- What can be done to improve the quality of life of migrant laborers working on the blueberry harvest in Downeast Maine?
- How is the tidal impact of climate change affecting species in midcoast Maine, and what role can photojournalism play in raising awareness?

Many thanks to the Semester School Advisory Committee:
Laura Appell-Warren, Chair
Peggy Conver
Kate Coon
Peter Curran
Susan Feibelman
Erika Guy
Jake Jacobsen
Jim Justice
Richard Krantz
Dave Liebmann

Semester students win statewide Wind Blade Challenge

Last spring, a team of six Semester 54 students and their teachers, Chewonki Sustainability Educator Tom Twist and Sustainability Fellow Morgan Curtis, won first place at the Maine Wind Blade Challenge, an educational design and engineering contest hosted by the University of Maine. Forty-two teams comprising 250 students from across Maine competed. Judges evaluated each team’s presentation of their design as well as the performance of their wind blades in the university’s Advanced Structures and Composites Center.

This was the first time Chewonki had competed in the Wind Blade Challenge. “We learned about aerodynamics, materials, fabrication, and the process that engineers and industrial designers go through to find solutions,” Tom said. He praised the students for their “admirable openness, and curiosity that was palpable. You could tell that win or lose, they were really savoring the whole experience.” Coming up with the first prize was icing on the cake.
SNAPSHOT
Chewonki Semester School, academic year 2014-2015

Faculty: 16
Hours each student spent on science field trips: 65
Hours each student spent on solos: 42
Capstone projects completed: 83
Polar Bear swims: 26 (too early in the morning to count students)
Advanced Placement exams administered: 39
Igloos built on the Quad: 1 (a math project we all enjoyed)

Lydia Maier
Torrey McMillan
Wylie Mitchell
Starr Peteet
Charkie Quarcoo
Charley Quarcoo
Fay Shutzer
Elana Snow
Sue Stafford
David Vail
John Warren
Staff support: Ann Carson
From mid June till mid August, Chewonki Neck vibrated with the energy of Boys Camp in full swing and Wilderness Trips and Adventures for Girls groups heading to and returning from expeditions to the forests, rivers, lakes, and mountains of Maine’s North Woods and eastern Canada, as well as the waters of the Gulf of Maine. These campers, trippers, and adventurers didn’t waste one of the multitude of beautiful days last summer.

Enthusiastic staff members led the way, sharing their love of adventure, sense of fun, and appreciation for nature. They encouraged the children and young adults in their care to discover the world around them as well as within them and to value the power of tackling a challenge together.

In the letters they wrote at the end of each adventure, counselors and leaders made clear that inspiration flowed in both directions. Below are a few of their written comments to last summer’s students:

• “On many an evening, your laughter filled the tent with joy and on almost as many paddles, your beautiful voice gave melody to our voyage…”
• “[Y]ou set a high bar and led by example, and you consistently took initiative without audience fanfare or any expectation of reward.”
• “Seeing you up at campfire every Saturday and performing at Talent Show made us proud…”
• “It does not seem that it is in your nature to complain or focus on the negative; you are stoic and brave, and you provided a true backbone to our group.”
• “You were one of the kindest members of our cabin. During the wilderness trip, we were incredibly proud to see you walk up to one of the more flustered members of our cabin, sit down, and comfort him…”

Generations of alumni have said that Chewonki summers had a lasting influence on their lives. We hope summer 2015 provided such memories for these students and many more.

THANK YOU,
WILDERNESS TRIPS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
We are grateful to:
Julius Alexander, Chair
Jefferson Bates
W. Donald Hudson, Jr.
Rebecca Marvil
Syd Roberts
Staff support: Emma Carlson and Greg Shute
Quimby Family Foundation grants $20,000 to new leadership expedition

The Quimby Family Foundation has awarded Chewonki $20,000 to support the development of the Katahdin Woods and Waters Leadership Expedition and financial aid to make this trip possible for all selected candidates. The two-week program will be open to 10 high school sophomores and juniors who have demonstrated leadership ability. Two-thirds must be Maine students; we hope to involve some from northern Maine and indigenous tribes. In the spectacular part of Maine being considered for a new national park, they will backpack on the International Appalachian Trail and canoe the East Branch of the Penobscot River, learning outdoor skills and the territory’s ecological and social history and hearing from guests speakers (around the campfire) who regard the park proposal from various, sometimes conflicting perspectives. Our heartfelt thanks to the Quimby Family Foundation.

SNAPSHOT

Summer programs in FY 2015
Chewonki Camp for Boys: 265 campers, 40 counselors
Adventures for Girls: 53 adventurers, 14 leaders
Wilderness Trips: 118 trippers (38 female, 80 male), 24 leaders
Wilderness trips taken by Boys Camp cabin groups: 43
Nature Activity awards: 48
Campers who earned the Master Birder award: 10
Big Eddy Cabins & Campground and Debsconeag Lake Wilderness Camps
Chewonki outposts in the North Woods

Chewonki’s two North Woods locations—Big Eddy Cabins & Campground on the West Branch of the Penobscot River and Debsconeag Lake Wilderness Camps on Fourth Debsconeag Lake in the Nahmakanta Reserve—are important resources for our programs and for outdoor enthusiasts seeking scenic locations for hiking, fishing, paddling, wildlife watching, family reunions, vacations, and weekend getaways. When summer programs are in session, Debsconeag hosts the 10-day Wilderness Adventure Camp for Girls. Cabin trips from Boys Camp and a variety of Chewonki Wilderness Trips visit both Debsconeag and Big Eddy. Semester school and Outdoor Classroom groups also visit these beautiful, unspoiled spots. In spring, late summer, and fall, Big Eddy and Debsconeag offer cabins, campsites, and yurts to the public for rent.

In FY 2015, both sites had the most visitors ever. Big Eddy welcomed 1,709 guests (3,669 user days) while Debsconeag hosted 144 (1,087 user days). At Debsconeag, we removed an ailing old dock and installed a quiet, efficient new generator, which, in combination with solar panels, greatly reduces our propane consumption. At Big Eddy, we renovated an old cabin so we’d have one more for rental.

Someone recently called Big Eddy Cabins & Campground and Debsconeag Lake Wilderness Camps Chewonki’s two “best-kept secrets” but we don’t want these wonderful places to be secrets. Make a trek to the North Woods next year so you can enjoy them.

SNAPSHOT

Chewonki’s Big Eddy Cabins and Campground and Debsconeag Lake Wilderness Camps in FY 2015
Accommodations at Big Eddy Cabins & Campground: 3 cabins, 62 campsites
Accommodations at Debsconeag: 7 yurts, 8 cabins
Miles of whitewater rapids adjacent to Big Eddy: 5, including 2 of Class IV-V
Distance from Debsconeag Lake Wilderness Camps to the Appalachian Trail: 1 ½ miles
Acres of protected forest in Maine’s North Woods: about 2,000,000
School programs

Teaching students outdoors or right where they are

“I camped at Chewonki with my class in sixth grade. We had a fantastic time!”

“I still remember the owl Chewonki brought to my class in third grade.”

People remember their experiences with our Outdoor Classroom Program and Traveling Natural History Programs for a very long time. For many, these programs provide the first opportunity to encounter the wild—and Chewonki. Because a wide variety of students come to the Outdoor Classroom with their schools or hear Traveling Natural History Programs in their classrooms, we reach not only those children with an established interest in nature but also those who know little about the world beyond four walls and electronic screens.

The power of our school programs also lies in their ability to enhance schools’ curricula through interactive learning. Chewonki educators work with classroom teachers and school administrators to design programs that will engage students more intensely in particular areas of study.

In FY 2015, the staff of Traveling Natural History Programs designed two new lessons: Tide Pools: Life on the Rocky Shore and Hero Adaptations. The tide pools program was by popular demand: teachers and students had repeatedly asked for it. Hero Adaptations complemented the 2015 national summer reading theme. Both new presentations received rave reviews across Maine.

Outdoor Classroom staff focused on delivering excellent programs to visiting school groups from throughout the Northeast and as far away as North Carolina. They also developed stronger, more intentional partnerships with nearby public schools as part of an ongoing effort to support public education in Maine. (Read more about this below.)

Several days of camping and learning outdoors or several hours of listening to and engaging with a Chewonki presentation in a classroom: either way, our school programs try to light a spark that could grow into a lasting interest in the natural world.

Collaboration strengthens Maine schools, thanks to Sewall Foundation, others

For the past five years, Chewonki has been partnering with four other environmental learning centers to provide residential environmental education to Maine public school students. Chewonki’s Outdoor Classroom, The Ecology School in Saco, University of Maine 4-H Camp and Learning Center at Bryant Pond, University of Maine 4-H Camp and Learning Center at Tanglewood (in Lincolnville), and the Schoodic Institute in Acadia National Park comprise the unique collaboration known as Environmental Living and Learning for Maine Students—more informally, ELLMS. ELLMS provides financial aid to Maine public elementary and secondary schools who want to provide immersive outdoor learning to upper elementary and middle school students.

Continued on page 16
In the 2014-2015 school year, ELLMS helped 47 schools provide residential environmental education to 1,794 students. Since the partnership began, 9,497 Maine public school students from 186 schools have participated, visiting the five ELLMS organizations to learn about the world beyond walls and screens, a world that is theirs to enjoy, understand, and steward.

As part of the ELLMS collaboration, Chewonki spent more time last year focusing on the public schools closest to it, in Wiscasset, Woolwich, and Bath. We provided middle school students from all three towns with field-based learning integrated deeply with their classroom curriculum, connecting them with the ecosystem they inhabit here in midcoast Maine. We will continue these efforts in the new new year and are eager to find more meaningful, inspiring ways for Chewonki to contribute to local students’ education across the whole K-12 span.

The Elmina B. Sewall Foundation has provided visionary support for ELLMS since its beginning—four major grants over five years, a commitment we greatly appreciate. In FY 2015, the foundation awarded $275,000 to ELLMS, allowing Chewonki and its partners to continue providing support to schools as well as to undertake research, visioning and planning, leadership development, and other activities critical to the initiative’s sustainability. The Sewall Foundation has truly been a co-creator of ELLMS.

An anonymous foundation also supported ELLMS in FY 2015, committing $35,000 to help pay for assessment of ELLMS programs. The assessment will enrich our understanding of the impact of residential environmental education so we can work most effectively for the benefit of Maine children and children everywhere.

Bath Savings helps introduce Maine children to nature through Chewonki

Bath Savings Institution has been a good friend to Chewonki since 1994 and the key sponsor of Traveling Natural History Programs since 2006. This is remarkable community stewardship by a local bank where people recognize and appreciate that TNHP often provides the very first interaction local children have with the wild. “Bath Savings and Chewonki share an ongoing commitment to enriching the lives of children in Maine, educating them about the wonders of the natural world around them,” says Glenn Hutchinson, president of Bath Savings. We are grateful for the generous support of our neighbor and partner in this venture.
Zero Waste Challenge puts young minds to work on sustainability

Changing people’s energy habits and empowering them to live more sustainably are two big challenges to the goal of a zero-waste world. Sustainability Educator Tom Twist engages Maine students in meeting both through the Zero Waste Challenge for Maine Middle Schools. For three years, sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-graders participating in this contest have designed strategies that their schools can realistically implement to reduce their waste stream. The next step, of course, is implementation. Several schools have begun that work since their students competed.

The 2015 winners of the Zero Waste Contest were the Maine Coast Waldorf School in Freeport and the Massabesic Middle School in East Waterboro. Hearty congratulations to both!

The support of the following businesses made the 2015 Zero Waste Challenge possible: ecomaine, We Compost It!, and Casella Resource Solutions. We thank them for their good work and commitment to sustainability education.

SNAPSHOT
School programs in FY 2015
TNHP presentations: 808
TNHP participants: 21,845
TNHP elders-in-residence: Georgia, a Gulf Coast box turtle, 58 years old; Carolina, an Eastern box turtle, 55;
Wocawson, a bald eagle, 31; Olivia, a great horned owl, 27
Financial aid Chewonki provided to Outdoor Classroom schools: almost $80,000 (21.8 % of tuition)
Outdoor Classroom participants: 1,414 from 38 schools
Schools that have come to the Outdoor Classroom for 10 years or more: 19
Every ecosystem is a cosmos of interdependent parts. Chewonki is in many ways a cosmos; many vital activities, all related, support our educational programs. The sustainability educator and the farmers, for example, are integral to the semester school curriculum and also teach campers and Outdoor Classroom students. Students do real work on the farm and sustainability projects, living our philosophy of environmental and community stewardship.

The farmers also work closely with the kitchen manager and cooks, who plan delicious ways to use our produce and share information about food-related subjects such as nutrition, culinary history, and food security. The kitchen also buys an increasing percentage of other food from other Maine farms and producers. Kitchen staff work closely with Packout, the logistics hub for Chewonki’s overnight programs, to prepare food that will be nutritious and easy to manage at a campsite.

Grounds, buildings, and critical systems such as water, waste, and transportation keep programs and offices running smoothly. Semester students work with facilities staff on a wide range of maintenance projects such as cleaning, painting, scrubbing boat bottoms, raking, trail maintenance, and splitting and stacking firewood. Campers and students are also a frequent presence in the Boat and Wood Shop, where boats, paddles, furniture, birdhouses, toboggans, and many other wooden objects are built and repaired.

FY 2015 was a productive year on all these fronts. Below are a few highlights.

**Sustainability**

We took meaningful strides toward reducing our carbon footprint in FY 2015. Last fall, thanks to an $11,400 grant from the Horizon Foundation, semester students helped install eight solar panels on their cabins, taking all six cabins beyond net zero. Students also helped install a data logger in each cabin so they could monitor energy use. The result was that semester cabins began producing roughly ten times the amount of energy they were using. Surplus electricity production offset consumption in our largest building, the Center for Environmental Education.

Last summer, we stepped up our solar capacity by installing 78 solar panels on the farm barn. This array produced more in one month, roughly 3 megawatts, than our other arrays produce all year. We expect it to generate roughly 24,000 kilowatt-hours per year. This installation foreshadows projects to come: larger-scale, proven technologies that will greatly enhance our renewable energy production.

The Allen Center used 2,387 fewer gallons of propane in FY 2015 than it did in FY 2014 thanks to a new wood-fired district heating system that kicked into action last fall. (In fact, the propane delivery company called us last winter to let us know that our propane boiler must be broken because we were burning so little fuel.)

*Continued on page 20*
Farm
Food production at Chewonki is growing! In FY 2015, the total value of the food that our farm provided to our kitchen was over $77,000, 30 percent of the value of the food we served, up from 24 percent in FY 2014 (our long-term goal is 50 percent). With one acre in cultivation, 300 meat birds, 150 laying hens, 20 sheep, 14 pigs, 9 cows, 6 turkeys, and 1 draft horse, the farm is an important source of our food, as well as firewood and wool. Last year’s haul of firewood, which the farmers harvest and process with students, came to 21 cords, valued at $4,725.

Farm improvements last year included acquiring a rebuilt horse-drawn mower for cutting hay and a livestock trailer that made it easier to transport animals. New terraces between the two hoop houses created a perfect place for growing brassicas such as kale and bok choy. New raised garden beds near camp cabins delighted the boys. Thirty young apple trees went into the ground. Chewonki once again donated a portion of its harvest to the St. Philip’s Church Help Yourself Shelf, a local food pantry. We also co-hosted with the Morris Farm Trust the first of three annual conferences on reducing food insecurity in Lincoln County.

Kitchen
Closing the circle between production and consumption, the kitchen staff in FY 2015 creatively cooked up the bountiful harvest from the farm, offsetting the cost of buying this food from other sources. The kitchen also shifted a significant portion of purchasing power to Maine producers. Eating well-prepared local food supports the health and happiness of our community and the larger community around Chewonki.

Facilities
The facilities team efficiently met the needs of FY 2015, including many associated with Centennial Weekend, and achieved that without interrupting programs. They welcomed semester students to work side-by-side with them, mentoring many during work programs.

Repairing and refreshing all the cabins on the Lower Field was a major project in FY 2015. Facilities staff sand-blasted the interiors to clean and brighten them; repaired and replaced many feet of trim; rebuilt shutters; and repaired storm doors. They also leveled each cabin on its posts.

Restoration of the first 1,500 feet of the Nature Trail was another big initiative, and an exciting kick-off to the Centennial Year. (See more information on opposite page.)

Chewonki looked its best on August 14-16 and many alumni expressed their appreciation.

Value of food from the Chewonki farm and other Maine growers and producers in FY 2015:

- Chewonki vegetables: $39,137 (16,234 pounds)
- Chewonki beef: $5,826 (1,500 pounds)
- Chewonki pork: $6,233 (2,485 pounds)
- Chewonki lamb: $1,742 (387 pounds)
- Chewonki turkey: $975 (241 pounds)
- Chewonki chicken: $5,130 (1,461 pounds)
- Chewonki eggs: $4,127 (12,348 eggs)
- Chewonki milk: $9,954 (1,659 gallons)
- Food Chewonki purchased from other Maine farms and producers: $46,500
Restoring an iconic trail

The washed-out, worn-down, and often very muddy first section of the Nature Trail, which leads from the center of campus to the Point, enjoyed a major facelift last fall. With advice from a world-class trail designer we rerouted the worst section with an elegant S-turn and a dramatic stretch along the rock outcrops of Blueberry Hill to near the Inlet Trail junction. The trail bed itself was restored for all-season recreation and access by human power and small vehicle. We plan to continue improving a primary access trail loop up the east side of Chewonki Neck in future years.

SNAPSHOT

Sustainability initiatives, farm, kitchen, and facilities in FY 2015

Cost of charging our 3 electric vehicles at our solar charging station for a month: $2.50
Total number of solar panels installed: 86
Meals served last summer: more than 30,000
Cords of wood burned in the Wallace Center boiler: 25
Board feet of lumber sawn from Chewonki trees: 3,142
Packout: 112 dry bags, 95 tents, and 84 canoes in the field last summer
Chewonki-made granola bars eaten last summer: 800

Master planning in motion

Last winter the architecture firm Murphy Burnham and Buttrick and landscape architecture firm Nelson Byrd Woltz visited Chewonki several times to study our landscapes and buildings and talk with the whole staff about what works well here and what doesn’t. Overarching goals are to improve our participants’ experiences; consolidate and update our infrastructure and sustainable systems; solve problems such as the shortage of staff housing, traffic circulation, and inadequate space in Packout; and preserve Chewonki’s ecosystems and beloved features of the built environment. The new master plan is due in late 2015 and will be an important part of Chewonki’s decision-making as we move into our second century.
ANNUAL REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2015
Gifts received between September 1, 2014, and August 31, 2015

CHEWONKI CIRCLE
St. John Level ($5,000 and up)
Anonymous (1)
Jackie and Julius Alexander
Bill and Joan Alford
Kendal Alford
Mickey and Marty Baumrind
Scott and Laura Beebe
Peter and Davis Benedict
Joe and Kristen Brown
Sam and Carol Butlerick
Jay Cohen and Jennifer Christman
Bruce Cornuelle
Helen and David Crowell
Paul Crowell and Alexandra Stillman
Ted and Jen Deinard
Timothy and Maureen Dibble
Elisabeth C. Dudley
Jeffrey and Marguerite Eberle
Lucretia W. Evans
Michael D. Fleisher
Edwin F. Gamble*
Lillian and Greg Giornelli
Jenn and Jay Gudelski
Gordon Hall III
Matthew and Lauren Hollyday
Wendy E. Jordan
Coleman W. Kennedy
Kevin and Karen Kennedy
David S. Klasper and
Nancy L. Kestenbaum
Dan and Esu Lackey
Al Larkin and Wendy Fox
Carl and Sandra Lehner
Josh and Becky Marvil
Rebecca E. Marvil and Brian M. Smyth
Suzanne and Neil McGinn
David McShea and Sophia Eitel
Amy and Bouke Noordaj
John and Cynthia Phinney
Oliver and Cynthia Rodman
Judith D. Rodriguez
Susan Rodriguez and Charles Lowrey
Roseanne and James Saitfield
Lee and Jacque Scarborough
Edison and Benedict Semmes
Clairborne and Samantha Smith
John E. Smith II
Betsy and Gary Spiess
Margaret G. St. Jean
The Richard St. Jean Family
Walter and Sue Stafford
Hayden Smith Temin
Dan and Birgit Tinsley
The Ward Family
John Warren and Laura Appell-Warren
Douglas and Virginia Woodburn

Allagash Level ($2,500-$4,999)
Anonymous (4)
David and Trisha Barton
Jeff Boyink
Kevin and Jamie Connors
Peggy and David Conner
Kevin Darcy and Stephanie Prisch
Frank Gouverneli and Terry Ann Scriven
Robert and Julia Ross Henderson
Bill Hetzel and Jennifer Niese
William B. Hetzel, Jr.
Barney Hildreth and Julia Dodge
Joel and Kelly Hokkanen
Steve and Rosemarie Johnson
Brigitte and Hal Kingsbury
Chris and Sue Klem
Gerrit Lansing
Roger and Margot Milliken
Duryea and Peggy Morton
Richard P. Murray
Theodore H. and Mary Eugenia Myers
Elizabeth Mygatt
Chelsie and Sandy Olney
Alyssa Poi and Neil Sondheimer
Martin Pompadur
Steven D. Reich, M.D., and
Constance E. Gonczy
Ed and Sandra Ross
Ann L. Sawyer
Rob and Fred Seibert
Fay and Bill Shutter
Nick and Laurie Spiliotes
Tim and Maria Tassopoulos

Penobscot Level ($1,000-$2,499)
Anonymous (5)
Charlie and Melynn Allen
James and Suzanne Balog
Edward P. Barker, Jr., and Sarah E. Kurz
Randolph and Deborah Barker
Q Belk and Sherry Thomburg
Donald S. Bell and
Elizabeth M. McHermey
Michael and Sue Blackman
David and Julie Boch
William N. and Mary Booth and Family
Norman G. Brown
Charles and Sarah Cabot
Don and Sue Carlson
Alison Carnduff and Vincent Tompkins
Elizabeth and Jay Chandler
Peter and Kim Cleworth
Mrs. John N. Conyngham III
William J. Dana and Emily L. Boocher
Juliana and Thaddeus Davis
Lila H. Deinard
Jeremy E. Delinsky
Sarah and John Dolan
David Drinkwater, Jr.
Christopher and Holly Hock Dumaine
Susan and Linc Eldredge
Bob and Bee Elmore
John and Estonia Esty
Edward E. Ford III and Elizabeth Ford
Leslie Hammer-Palen and Ben Palen, Jr.
Tom and Emily Haslett
Caleb and Rebecca Hemphill
Kira Heymann
Tom Hildreth and Claudia Diller
Hilary and Ken Holm
Charles and Judith Hood
Samuel Huber and Catherine Weiss
Herbert B. Hudnut, Jr.
Don Hudson and Phine Ewing
Timothy A. Ingram
Mark Issacson and Karen Herold
Sarah Jane Jelin and Eddie, Bessie, Jake,
Marty, and Wills Schwarz
Frans Kaasheoek and Mathilda Van Es
Kim Kaufman and James Goldsmith
Martha and Blaine Kelley
Mitch and Lisa King
Janice C. Kirby
The Kleinman Family
Brooksie Koopman and Mark Eaton
Isaac Kruger and family
Daniel Lang
Shepleigh and Garth LePointe
Dale Lattanzio and Bevan Watt
Joan W. Leslie*
Dave Liebman
Caleb Linville and Alex Kendall
Chuck and Susie Longfield

John and Claire Mannheim
Bob and Anne McAlaine
Kate McAlaine
Bailey McCallum and Morley McBrirde
The McCreary Family
Joyce and Hugh McCormick III
Kate and Jorden McGowan
Joshua McHugh and Hilary Easton
Torrey McMillan
Beth and Jeffrey Mendel
Patti and Mort Mendes
Willard Morgan and Jennifer Barton
Peter and Catherine Morosoff
Warren Motley and Cynthia Saltzman
Deborah Newmyer
Peter and Kristin Nordblom
Laura Ornest and Rick Leslie
Allan H. Pierce
Joe, Emilie, and Elsie Pryor
M.-T. Charlie Quaara
Justin Reich and Elsa Olivetti
John and Rebecca Richardson
Bill Ritter and Kathleen Friery
Betsy and Lee Robinson
F. Hunter Rowley
Lee Rust
Karen and Robert Scheu
Fred and Darcy Scott
Janny Scott
Joseph C. Selle
Ted and Sara Shwartz
Stewart Stout
Christina and Brian Sudler
William and Ellen Taubman
Susan and Whitney Tilton
The Tipton Family
Barclay and Lucy Tittmann
Solace and Philip Tobey
Elisabeth and David Treadwell
Peter and Cindy Trueblood
Walter and Leslie Tsui
Roger and Vail Tyler
Julia and Sinclair Weeks
The Weinrauch Family
David and Martha West
Dale and Kathy Wright
Hans and Mary Jane Wurster

OSPREY SOCIETY
Anonymous (2)
Mrs. John L. Allen, Sr.*
Garth and Heather Altenburg
David S. Barrington and Cathy Paris
David S. Beebe
David K. Bell
Ann and Chester Billings, Jr.
Harold Burnett
Sam and Carol Buttrick
Elizabeth I. Byrne
Lindsey Cadot
Mrs. E. Barton Chapin, Jr.*

*Deceased
Help map Chewonki’s future. Join the Osprey Society.

Be a trailblazer by including Chewonki in your will and retirement plan. It’s a special kind of leadership.
Jon Edwards and Nancy Fox
Michael W. Egan
Elizabeth Ehrenfeld
Rabbi and Mrs. H. Bruce Ehrmann
Wendy and Tom Eichler
Diane and Barry Eisenstat
Shelley Emmer
John and Amy Estey
Lara Ettenson
Frederic and Elizabeth Eustis
Jeffrey Evans and Courtney Jones
Kevin and Julie Evans
Louise Ewing
Janet and Peter Ezersky
John and Susan Feigle
Judith and David Falk
Roy and Joanne Farmer
Francis H. and Edith S. Farmum
Peter Farmum and Courtney Seymour
Robert and Nancy Farmum
Colin Fay and Stephanie Holmes
Sarah Fesemyer
Rol and Averil Fessenden
Richard and Schuyler Field
Allen Fienberg
Sam Finney
Andrew and Elda Fisher
Jody and Alan Fitts
John Flanders and Anne Camp
Michael D. Fleisher
Megan Fleniken
Jerome H. Fletcher
Allen and Sally Foehl
Bill and Peri Frantz
Stephen and Diane French
Douglas Friedman
John and Ann Fulton
Shirley D. Gagliano
Trish Gagnon
Sabra Gallo and Frederick Post
Wendy Gamble and Carl Kuehn
Laurence Garreau
Faith Cory Gardiner and Terry Kungel
Dylan and Kate Garrett
William and Margot Getchell
Anne Giblin and Ken Foreman
Edes Powell Gilbert
Susan and John Gillespie
Elizabeth B. Gilmore
Carson Glover and Stephen Millikin
KC, Golden and Kristi Skanderup
Clark and Gail Goodwin
Gaines and Sue Goodwin
David and Marcy Gookin
Vivian M. Gordon
Charles B. Gordy
Jonathan A. Gotschke
Frank Guermon and Terry Ann Scarff
Rudolf and Dorothy Graf
Margie Graham
Mary M. Graham
Kenneth Grant
Jesse and Trina Grantham
Donald and Noel Gray
Harold and Donna Gray
Sam and Gerry Gray
Meredith Green
Theodore S. Greene
Genevieve Forbes Greer
David and Joan Grubin
Lizy Grubin
Lynn and Jay Gudebski
Bruce and Johanna Haan
Jim and Dee Hadley
Susan E. Hagel
Bill and Sally Haggett
Eric and Sandi Hakanson
Douglas and Linda Halley
Frances H. Hall
Gordon Hall III
Gordon and Linda Hall
Emma Hallowell
Charles and Irene Hamm
Gilbert Hammer
Scott and Ellen Hand
Richard and Elizabeth Handford
Stu and Sukey Haney
Dexter Harding and Lucy Gatechild
Sam and Betty Hardin
Joan and Douglas Hardy
Elizabeth Harmon
James Tucker Harrison
Pete and Cathy Hasbrouck
Mark Haskell and Elise Storck
Susan H. Haskell
Tom and Emily Haslett
Howard and Virginia Hastings
Whitney and Elizabeth Hatch
Elspeth and Alex Hay
Alexes Hazen
Danielle and Andrea Heald
Ted Heavner
Patti and Steven Helfand
Caleb and Rebecca Hemphill
Barbara Hempstead and James Salzer
Robert and Julie Ross Henderson
Kay Henry and Rob Center
Mac Henry
Roy Henwood and Nancy Kuhn
Bill Hetzel and Jennifer Niese
William B. Hetzel, Jr.
Henry R. and Alicia P. Heyburn
Kira Heymann
Tom Hildreth and Claudia Diller
William V. Hodges IV
Ronald and Beverly Hogan
Robert and Laura Hoguet
Joel and Kelly Hokkanen
Hilary and Ken Holm
Charles and Judith Hood
Sam and Patricia Horine
Gregory Horner
Gordon and Heather Horner
Marion and Mark Howard
Dan Hudnut and Lynn Sheldon
Herbert B. Hudnut, Jr.
Dave and Kate Hudson
Don Hudson and Phine Ewing
Michael Hudson
Steven Hufnagel and Liza Fleming-Ives
In memory of Jimmy Klein
Elaine Klein

In memory of Sam Maier
Lydia Maier and Merritt Hemingway

In memory of Ruth and John McAleer
Anonymous

In memory of George Pierce
Allan H. Pierce

In memory of John C. Rogers
F. Farrell Collins, Jr.

In memory of Richard Saltzman
Warren Motley and Cynthia Saltzman

In memory of Andrew West
David and Martha West

In memory of Nancy Wyner
Isaiah Wyner and Susan Kish

In honor of Phoebe Emerson Barker
Elisabeth and David Treadwell

In honor of Katie Carlson
Don and Sue Carlson

In honor of Deb Cook
Solace and Philip Tobey

In honor of Kelty Cutler and Scott Wyman Neagle
Elizabeth M. Noonan

In honor of Hannah Day-Kappell
Martha Stearns

In honor of the library at
Debsconeag Lake Wilderness Camps
Ben and Jo Howard

In honor of Ben Eldridge
Susan and Linc Eldredge

In honor of Tim Ellis
David Barrington and Cathy Paris
Howard Coorley II
James G. Hinkle
Solace and Philip Tobey

In honor of Margy Foulk
Shelia and Michael Humphreys

In honor of Rick Frantz and Fred Scott
Carlin Scott Ellis and Robert Ellis

In honor of the granola fund
Richard and Rachel Evans

In honor of Gary Langer
Kate Rice

In honor of Willard Morgan
Jim Heyes and Julie Choe

In honor of Tatiana Piskula
Audrey Boocheever

In honor of Chelsea Pompadour
Martin Pompadour

In honor of Lena Rich
Jennifer Mathews

In honor of Amy Rogers
Genevieve Leslie

In honor of Amy Rogers and Anne Leslie
F. Farrell Collins, Jnr.

In honor of Semester School staff
Ivan Wolfson and Diane Minasian
Raphael Wolfson

In honor of Ben Shulman
Doug Shulman and Susan Anderson

In honor of Tom and Sam Shwartz
Ted and Sara Shwartz

In honor of Claiborne Smith and Hayden Smith Temin
John E. Smith II

In honor of John Warren
James G. Hinkle

In honor of Amy Mendel Winston
Blanche Lewis

In honor of Lewis Julian Winston
Beth and Jeffrey Mendel

In honor of Brooke Wilkerson
M.P. Wilkerson

Gifts Restricted for Specific Purposes

IN SUPPORT OF ADVENTURES FOR GIRLS
Anonymous (2)
Bill and Joan Alford
Kendal Alford
Zan Armstrong
Thomas and Debra Arter
Emma Balazs
Myra C. Fay
Tom and Amy Foley
Rose Hamerschock
Bill and Carol Jolly
Daniel Lang
Ellen T. Mannen
Meg and Jim Wilson

IN SUPPORT OF CAMP FOR BOYS
Anonymous (2)
Bill and Joan Alford
Kendall Alford
Garth and Heather Altenburg
"T" Appleton
Peter M. Bates
Geert Bosch and Nancy Cruz
Jeff Boykin
Joshua Burger-Caplan
Ann and Rick Burnham
Emma Mabel Carlson
Reis Costello
Jean Donnelly
Wendy and Tom Eichler
Susan and Linc Eldredge
Charles Fear and Heather Lowe
Nicholas and Eleanor Friedman
John Fulton, Jr.
Larry and Helen George
Laurence W. George
Douglas and Cecilia Gschwind
Henry R. and Alicia P. Heyburn
J. Britton Hutchins
Bruce G. Kidder
Isaac Kruger and family
Gemma Laurence
Anne and Seaver Leslie
George and Ellen Lovejoy
Robert C. Lyman
Ruth Wyman Neagle
Jim and Noël Quivey
Andrew Richardson
Aaron Ritzenberg
Antoinette Rodocanachi
John B. Russell
Joel and Audrey Schaefer
Karen and Robert Scheu
Tapley Allen Shenk
Samuel N. Shwartz
Jerry and Marilyn Silverman
Jamie and Jeff Soria
Stewart Stout
Mary Van Buskirk
Benjamin B. Wells
Betsy Wilson

IN SUPPORT OF OF BIG EDDY
Anonymous (3)
Greg and Sarah Altzauer
George and Janice Betts
Woody Bowen
Matthew Eaton and Erin Vinson
Bruce Kessler
Maine Guide Fly Shop
Henry Mitchell

IN SUPPORT OF THE CENTENNIAL
Allen Design Studio
Bath Farmers Market
Bath Savings Institution
Scott and Laura Beebe
Camabasset Coffee
Chevron Campground
Kevin Connors
Deborah Cook and Tony Holt
Rick Frantz and Jennifer Fox
Hardy Boat Cruises
Harvest Moon Pizza
Henry & Marty Restaurant
Beth Ingham and Robert Jennings
The Inn at Bath
Le Village Bed and Breakfast
L.L. Bean
Local Market
Mae's Cafe and Bakery
Hannah L. Nestler
Now You're Cooking
O'Donnell's Nursery
Peapod Jewelry
Rising Tide Brewing Company, LLC
Roseanne and James Saalfield
Saltbox Pottery
Fred and Darcy Scott
Solo Bistro
Topside Inn
Wilbur's of Maine

IN MEMORY OF GAIL CAMPBELL
Lori Morse Weseman

IN MEMORY OF ANDY BERTOCCI AND JEANIE BARNARD
Sara Edwards

IN MEMORY OF MYLA FAY
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Young

IN MEMORY OF WENDY LOVINGER
Woo Lovinger

IN MEMORY OF GAIL CAMPBELL
Lori Morse Weseman

IN MEMORY OF JEFF AND PETER BATES
Deborah Snite

IN MEMORY OF JOSEPH FLEMING
Daniel and Joan Fleming

IN MEMORY OF DAN FOX AND IRINA MILES
Rosalie and Lee Fox

IN MEMORY OF DICK McCLENAHAN
Terry McClenahan

IN MEMORY OF ANDY MOORE
Francine and Malcolm Moore

IN MEMORY OF HENRY PEARSON
Shirley Hedden and David Pearson

IN MEMORY OF GEOFF STANBURY
Jay and Lisa Stanbury

IN MEMORY OF JACK HAZARD TANSEY
Christina and Brian Sudler

IN MEMORY OF PETE GILLIES,
IN HONOR OF THE CENTENNIAL
Nancy Lee Gillies

IN SUPPORT OF THE FARM
Donald S. Bell and
Elizabeth M. McFarren
Ted Carter
In honor of Matthew S. Weeks
Julia and Sinclair Weeks

In honor of Fritz Brokaw
Elizabeth Mallory

In support of the foundation
Joan W. Leslie
Claiborne and Samantha Smith
John E. Smith II
Hayden Smith Temin

In support of the outdoor classroom
Peter Balke
Robert and Emileen Cabot
Anne Cranshaw
Rebecca Garfield and Paul Aracena
Amy and Bouke Noordzij
Lauren Ostin
Lisa and Joseph Stevens
Sheila Sullivan and Cory Snow
Wiscasset Ford, Inc.

In support of the sustainability office and initiatives
Anonymous (11)
Suzanne Andrews and M. Susan West
Stephanie and Lee Baldwin
Elizabeth M. Barker
M. Cameron Barlow
Donald S. Bell and
Elizabeth M. McNeary
Milla Kate Bell-Hart
Peter and Davis Benedict
Marianne Berwick
Hilary Best
Lilly Bethke-Brunswick
Tom Beutler
Nellie Black
Michael and Sue Blackman
Peter and Susan Bluhm
Spencer Boice
Peter Bokor and Jeanne Blaustein
Eleanor Bomsin
Rosalind and James Borders
Samuel Bristol
Emily L. Bronson
Eleanor Broughton
Farallon J. Broughton
Anna Brown and Colin Cheney
Joe and Kristen Brown
Stephen and Judith Brown
Deborah and Jonathan Butler
Katie Carlston
Annie L. Carlton
Kevin and Tea Carmell
Ann Carson and Steve Kerchner
Cynthia and H. Martin Comstock
Ron and Kristine Christiansen
Eliza Christman-Cohen
Madison Clik
Sara Clark
Courtney Clinkscales
Molly and Ben Combs
Anna Maria Coronado
Emma Cott
Rachel Cotton
David Cowan and Valerie Fisher
Shelita M. Coy
Crawford Byers
K. Blythe Daly
Avery Davis
Tarara Deane-Krantz
Jeremy E. Delinsky
Emily Dallas
John G. Dent

Timothy and Maureen Dibble
The Dimnick Family
Johanna Douglas
Taylor Dryman
Patrick Duncan
John and Jane Katz Field
Steve Finucane and Marjorie Bernard
Forrest Fleischman
Edward E. Ford III and Elizabeth Ford
Peter Fried
Dylan and Kate Garrett
Ingrid Gerstmann and John Broughton
The Gourevitch Family
Diana Grandas
Kerry Quinn Granfield
Ned Gray and Dina Catan
Georgia Green
Jessica Montgomery Green
Marcus Green
Sharon Green
Natalie Gubay
Jenn and Jay Gulebski
Natalia Gulick
Juliet Halvorson-Taylor
Ansel Harralon
Jessica Hammer
Tina Hartell
Eleanor Haskin
Fiona Haslett
Laurie A. Haskin
Holli O. Haywood
Benjamin and Heather Houston
Patsy Higgins
Bill and Leah Horton, Lindsey, Lauren, and Brooks
Samuel Huber and Catherine Weiss
Joan and Steve Isaacson
Tali Isaacson
Tim and Nina Itin
Emily Izensteind and
Meg Caprister-Pregon
Sarah Jane Jelin and Eddie, Bessie, Jake, Marty, and Willa Schwarz
Barbara Johnson
Elisabeth Jones
Esther and James Kary
Lucy Kates
Benjamin Kelly
Rick King and Peter Erdland
Mitch and Lisa King
Allison Klein
Collin Knauss and Family
Jill Komura
Richard Krantz and Kathryn Deane
Inger Lise Kristiansen
Gillian A. Kruskall
Vijay Kumar and Rukmini Vijaykumar
Al Larkin and Wendy Fox
The Laurence Family
Laura and Craig Leduc
Russell Leifer and Yvonne van Leeuwen
David Lemmonick and Mary Tuttle
Michael and Mary Leonard
Kate Letourneau and Andy Lubershane
Julie Levine
Steve and Lynn Lewis

Nicholas F. Lewis and Judith E. Rinearson
David Liebowitz
Megan Lundy
Joni and Bill MacDonald
Marie MacLeod
Victoria and James P. Macmillan
Daniel Maliaf
The Mansfield Family
Margaret Mathis
Amy Mayer
Bob and Anne McAlaine
Kate McAlaine
The McLean Family
Alisa McCulloch
Patrick McElhone
John McKee
Jon and Sherrie McKenna
David McShea and Sophia Eitel
Isabella McShea
Rick and Bunny Melvin
Marian Messing
Nora Fitzgerald Moore
Rick and Virginia Newton
Richard Nichols
Hannah Nigro
Don and Paul Nigro
Karl and Julie Nocka
Benjamin J. Noon
Kathlyn O’Brien
Beth and Bob Ollierth
Shea O’Sullivan
Eleanor Paschke
Franz Paschke and Alison Pavia
Edward Pask
Day Peary Palmer
Leigh Boisette Paquet
Jim Paugh
Nora Paul-Shultz
Jonathan Perez
Jeff Pezdek and Cynthia Skelton
Kate Irwin Pfeiffer and Russell Pfeiffer
Alex and Helen Phillips
Megan Lee Phillips
Claire Porter
Elise Pryor
Joe and Emilie Pryor
Donna and Kieran Quinn
Peter and Susan Restler
Eleanor Rich
Emily Mikolayunas Rich
Lawrence A. Richards and
Jill L. Goldman
Kim and Stacey Richman
Brian Roberts
Brian and Becky Roberts
Emily Rubenstein
Meredith Ruhl
Karen and Robert Schau
Stephanie Schmiege
David Schwab and Judy Kuhn
Zoe Shields
Chris and Georgina Shutler
Liz Downey Silberstein
Linda Sloane and John Atchley
Josh Slotnick and Kim Murchison
Sarah Smith

*Deceased
ENDOWMENT GIFTS

Scholarships and Financial Aid

In honor of Eva and Zeke Turner
Susan Feibelman and George Turner

In honor of Olivia Williams
Bonnie Fisher and Nick Williams

IN SUPPORT OF WILDERNESS TRIPS FOR TEENS
Anonymous (1)
James and Carrie Donohue
David Eden and Tamsin Venn
Nathaniel A. Erskine
Barney Hildreth and Julia Dodge
Mimi Killinger and Eric Pandiscio
Pamela and Richardson Merriman
Rich Miller
Meg Pandiscio
The Podkaminer Family, Jane, Nate, Kara, Zak, Torrey, and Josh
Joel and Audrey Schaefer
Kest Simmons
Jessie Stone
Jeffrey Tarbox
Paul Taylor and Claire Nelson
Betsy Wilson
Andy Wood
Andrew K. Zuehlke
Tom and Susan Zysk

In honor of the Mariners trip
Lee and Jacque Scarborough

In honor of Deborah Snite and Jefferson and Peter Bates
Pamela and Andrew Kerr

In memory of Matt Rodman
Anonymous

BEN LADLEY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
John B. Ladley
Anne Ladley Meehan

MATTHEW RODMAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Elizabeth I. Byrne
Susan L. Mansfield and Cantwell Clark V
Lin Rodman
Oliver and Cynthia Rodman
Kate C. Wilkinson and Peter W. Stoops

ROB STONE FUND
Sue and Dave Clark
Peter Farnum and Courtney Seymour
Alyssa Pei and Neal Sondheimer
Bob and Cindy Stone

W.B. AND A.G. TYLER FAMILY FUND
Roger and Vail Tyler
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Tyler
W.B. and A.G. Tyler Family Fund

In memory of Invisible Ink
David and Julie Boch

In memory of Julia Minard
Anonymous

In honor of Katie Carlson
Don and Sue Carlson

In honor of Sara Clark
Cy and Joan Clerk

In honor of Atty Cleworth
Peter and Kim Cleworth

In honor of Maggie Nelson
Nancy and David Martin

In honor of Rachel Rex
Robert and Nancy Rex

In honor of Semester 53
Jay Cohen and Jennifer Christman

Chewonki Endowment History as of 8/31/15
PATHWAY TO THE FUTURE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN PLEDGE SUPPORT
Pledge payment gifts received between September 1, 2014, and August 31, 2015

Warren and Susan Bell
Sam and Carolin Buttrick
Edwin F. Gamble*
Leslie Hammer-Palen and Ben Palen, Jr.
Robert and Julia Ross Henderson
Bill Ritter and Kathleen Friery
Jenny Scott
Robin and Fred Seibert

BUSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS FOUNDATIONS
Allen Design Studios
AmazonSmile Foundation
Atlantic Motorcar Center
Bath Farmers Market
Bath Savings Institution
L.L. Bean, Inc.
Carrabassett Coffee
CasaLea Waste Systems
Dinmore Watercolors
Ecology Education, Inc.
ecomaine
Gelato Fiasco
Frontier Café
Hardy Boat Cruises
Harvest Moon Pizza
Henry & Marty Restaurant
Inn at Bath
Inner Orbit Jewelry
Kieve-Wavus Education, Inc.
Le Village
Lane Construction Corporation
Liberty Graphics
Local Market
Mae's Café and Bakery
Maine Guide Fly Shop
Network For Good
Northern Pride Lodge and Big Game Outfitters
Now You're Cooking
O'Donals Nursery
Peapod Jewelry
Rising Tide Brewing Company LLC
Roundtop Ice Cream
Saltbox Pottery
Solo Bistro
Larry Stewart's, Inc., U-Save Auto Rental
Stockwell Environmental Consulting
Tesla Motors
Topside Inn
Treats

MATCHING GIFT PROGRAMS
Ace Bermuda Insurance
Bank of America Foundation
S. D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation
Ben and Jerry's Foundation
Benevity Community Impact Fund, American Endowment Foundation
BlackRock Matching Gift Program
Coca-Cola Company
Deli Giving
EF Institute for Cultural Exchange
Goldman Sachs & Co. Matching Gift Program
IBM Corporation
Mckesson Foundation
Tiffany and Company
Unilever United States Foundation Matching Gift Program
UNUM Matching Gifts Program

Jencks Family Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Stephen G. & Rosemarie Torres Johnson Family Fund
Abraham Kaplan Charitable Foundation
Karen A. & Kevin W. Kennedy Foundation
Klafter/Kestenbaum Fund of the Jewish Communal Fund
Kleinpenry Educational Fund
Brookside Koons and Mark Eaton of the Maple Tree Fund
Kevin and Sallie Deans Lake Charitable Fund
Linville Family Foundation
Evelyn M. Looram Foundation, Inc.
Magnuson and Morris Family Fund
Peter Marc and Ronni Ellen Davidson Trust
Naduse Foundation
National Philanthropic Trust
Once for All Trust
Ormont Family Foundation
Richard F. Perkins Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
Piedmont Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Roberts Family Trust
Richard and Barbara Rovit Family Foundation, Inc.
Rumford Foundation, The Community Foundation for the National Capital Region
Rust Foundation
San Francisco Foundation
William E. Simon Foundation
Stein Family Foundation
Surdna Foundation, Inc.
Walter G. Thompson Fund
Tsui Family Fund
von Rumohr Family Trust
Elinor Daniels Washburn Charitable Gift Fund
Wilmot Wheeler Foundation, Inc.

IN SUPPORT OF ENDOWMENT
Langview Foundation
W.B. and A.G. Tyler Family Fund

IN SUPPORT OF THE FARM
Harmon Foundation, Inc.
Methiessen Family Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF THE FOUNDATION
Hal and John Smith Family Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF THE FUND FOR TEACHING AND THE ENVIRONMENT
WELW Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF ENVIRONMENTAL LIVING AND LEARNING FOR MAINE STUDENTS (ELLMS)
Anonymous
Elmin B. Sewall Foundation

IN SUPPORT OF INITIATIVES WITH MAINE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Virginia Wellington Cabot Foundation
Davis Family Foundation
IN SUPPORT OF THE OUTDOOR CLASSROOM  
Anonymous  
Doe Family Foundation  

IN SUPPORT OF THE SEMESTER SCHOOL (MAINE COAST SEMESTER)  
Anonymous (4)  
Benedict Foundation for Independent Schools  
James D. Brown Jr. Fund, Long Island Community Foundation  
Equinox Foundation  
Dugald W. Hudson Charitable Trust  
Evelyn M. Learam Foundation, Inc.  
Page & Otto Marx, Jr. Foundation  
McAlpine Family Foundation  
McKesson Family Foundation  
Nelson Mead Fund  
Noname Foundation  
PPF Charitable Fund at Schwab Charitable Fund  
Rust Foundation  
Richard C. and Barbara C. Van Dusen Family Fund of the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan  

IN SUPPORT OF SUMMER PROGRAMS  
Anonymous  
Bill and Joan Alfond Foundation  
Quimby Family Foundation  

IN SUPPORT OF TRAVELING NATURAL HISTORY PROGRAMS  
Bath Savings Institution  
Unity Foundation  

GIFTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES  
Anonymous (1)  
Becca Abaza  
Charlie and Melvyn Allen  
John W. Allyn  
Jonathan and Ruth Appleyard  
Lucy Atkins  
Q Belk and Sherry Thornburg  
Chester Billings III  
Luke Celler  
Robert and Laura Lee Chadwick  
Chip and Nancy Chandler  
Kevin and Jamie Connors  
Frank Dinsmore  
Laurence P. Dodge  
Alec Elmore  
Gilbert Hammer  
Tom Hildreth and Claudia Diller  
Don Hudson and Phine Ewing  
Elizabeth Knowlton  
Todd and Rebecca Kosakowski  
Warren and Jean Little  
Nad and Nancy Loring  
Mark Osborn  
Roger T. Petley  
Fred and Darcy Scott  
Elonide and Benedict Semmes  
Melinda Whittaker  
Felicia H. Wiggins  
Andy Willbur  
Ken and Julie Wise  

VOLUNTEERS  
Mohamed Abdullahi  
Malala Abdullahi  
Hafsah Ahmed  
Usra Ali  
Jonathan Appleyard  
Ruth Appleyard  
Quinn Ashmore  
Elias Atkins  
Henry Barber  
Jenn Barton  
Hans Bassett  
Pearl Benjamin  
Fredon Bihizi  
Greta Bishop  
Audrey Bowman  
Grace Brown  
Molly Brown  
Quinn Bunten  
Bart Chapin  
Fred Cichocki  
Kate Coon  
Maren Cooper  
John Crowley  
Maureen Crowley  
Khadja Dagane  
Jacob Daly  
Beth Dibley  
Steve Domb  
Christina Donato  
Bill Edgerton  
Linc Eldridge  
Tim Ellis  
Adam Euttsler  
Isaac Euttsler  
Phine Ewing  
Zee Gammon  
Caroline George  
Trevor Gulliver  
Gilbert Hammer  
Leslie Hammer-Palen  
Kimberly Henry  
Andrew Hollyday  
Jeff Huber  
Andrew Hudson  
Charlie Hudson  
Don Hudson  
Lucy Hull  
Jerome Igniarena  
Deandra Jones  
Aiden Kary  
Ben Kelly  
Ashley Kendrick  
Jordi Kessel Rubamba  
Craig Kesselheim  
Elaine Keyes  
Glad Kombo  
Rebecca Kosakowski  
Courtney LaChapelle  
Bryce Lear  
Courtney Locke  
Rehema Lunjewire  
Halle MacDougall  
Claudia Maitland  
Randy Mancia  
Juli Marley  
Ryan Marley  
Terry Marsh  
Joyo Martin  
Eliza Mathews  
Margaret Mathis  
Joel Matondo  
Bill Mayher  
Joyce McCormick  
Patti Monge  
Sara Kirby Mitchell  
Wylie Mitchell  
Dorian Monagan  
Sierra Morgan  
Willard Morgan  
Fiston Mubalama Lowatiwya  
Karly Oetgen  
Mohamed Omar  
Knatra Orat  
Khoda Othman  
Lisa Paige  
Daniel Pala  
Ellie Pendleton  
Frances Pendleton  
Scott Peterson  
Patrick Powers  
Izzy Ruffin  
Emma Robinson  
Chris Saulmar  
Ben Schachner  
Ella Schmidt  
Elah Sedddo  
Mahnaz Sedddi  
Maryanne Serevynski  
Gordon Shields  
Rod Skinner  
Jan Slater  
Courtney Smith  
Anna Sommo  
Sue Steedman  
Ben Stevenson  
Sheila Sullivan  
Lynne Tarbox  
Zaid Teklo  
Chase Tobey  
Wyeth Tobey  
Madi True  
Clara Turner  
Sarah Ullmen  
Ayele Vassell  
Khaih Vise  
Sara Wallbridge  
Nick Welter  
Sandi White  
Molly Wilcox  
Kate Wilkinson  
Kate Ziminsky  

Semester School (MCS)  
Class Agents  
Jacob Abbe-Schneider  
Daniel Allen  
Charlotte Alllyn  
Eleanor G. Austin  
Alexander N. Beecher  
Jessie Blackman  
Carly Blumenfeld  
Cara L. Brody  
Erika Brown  
Fitz Cahall  
Jonathan Camell  
Harrison J. Carter  
Minah Choi  
Christopher D. Clark  
Sara Clark  
Kevin Colesman  
Louisa A. Connaughton  
Christopher Coughlin  
Ayanna Curwen  
Gregory J. Daggett  
William R. Dryson  
Emily Deyas  
Lara Fox  
Elizabeth P. Franchot  
Lyra Fuchs  
Dana Golden  
Ruth F. Gourevitch  
Francesca Goenaldi  
Sebastian Grandas  
Diana Grandas  
Kerry D. Granfield  
Jessica M. Green  
Genevieve E. Gudebski  
Brooke P. Guthrie  
Malia E. Haddock  
Juliet Halvorsen-Taylor  
Katherine Heard Leonard  
Jane Herz  
Kim A. Heymann  
Sara Hinkley  
Julian Holland  
Franklin Jacoby  
Lemoir Kelley  
Phoebe Keyes  
Katharine H. Kibler  
Sarah S. Kirk  
Sarah Klein  
Alexandra Bryce Koukopoulos  
Hanna Lafferty  
Andrea L. LaRosa  
Laura Leduc  
Mitchell Levesque  
Ariane E. Lotti  
Rachel Madding  
Miranda Mahmoud  
Isabelle Mann  
Mary F. Martin  
J. B. McCallum  
F. P. McClean  
Hugh P. McCormick  
Benjamin E. McGee  
Faith C. McKnight  
Nicholas A. McLeod  
Victoria M. McMichael  
Madeline R. Miller  
Margaux Miller  
Nora F. Moore  
Mary A. Moutoussi  
Julie Nelson  
Teddy Newmyer  
Elizabeth O’Connor  
Rebecca Palmer Dickson  
Hannah Perkins  
Chelsea Pompadur  
Erin B. Quinn  
William T. Redfield  
Glynnis G. Roberts  
Sonia J. Rodberg  
Berenice Rodriguez  
Clarke A. Rudick  
Katherine R. Rush  
Madeleine Schwartz  
Olivia B. Sideman  
Jasmine W. Smith  
Noah N. Stone  
Sophia Strabo  
Elizabeth Stubblefield Loucks  
Elizabeth Terr  
Christopher Thompson  
Alison Tilson  
Sofia Verheyen  
Mary K. Wagner  
Caroline Weinrauch  
Chris S. White  
Andy Willbur  
Paige H. Williams  
Madeleine Woodle  
Aria Wright  
Hans Zhou  

MaineShare  
Chewonki is proud to be a member of MaineShare, working with over 40 other nonprofit organizations for a clean, healthy, and prosperous Maine. MaineShare offers easy, one-stop giving to fund statewide groups working for a clean and healthy environment, fair treatment for all, and safe, livable communities. For more information on offering MaineShare at your place of work, please visit www.maineshare.org or contact the Chewonki Advancement Office.
**Balance Sheet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges Receivable</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments</td>
<td>8,161</td>
<td>7,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Buildings &amp; Equipment, Net</td>
<td>10,245</td>
<td>10,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Assets</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>19,266</strong></td>
<td><strong>18,605</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liabilities</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deferred Income</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line of Credit, short and long-term notes</td>
<td>1,572</td>
<td>1,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Liabilities</td>
<td>1,572</td>
<td>1,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,595</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,392</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund Balance</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16,672</td>
<td>16,213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Liabilities &amp; Fund Balance</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19,267</td>
<td>18,605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Income Statement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As of August 31 (in 000's)</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Revenue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition</td>
<td>4,876</td>
<td>5,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Aid and other discounts</td>
<td>-974</td>
<td>-1,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Funds used for operations</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted and temp. restricted contributions</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>1,591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other revenue</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Operating Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,348</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,225</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Operating Expense**       |      |      |
| Wages & Salaries            | 2,639| 2,750|
| Benefits & staff development | 671  | 712  |
| Food                        | 262  | 261  |
| Promotion, alumni relations  | 177  | 188  |
| Transportation, supplies, IT, & telecom | 328 | 372 |
| Program Expenses            | 146  | 310  |
| Professional services       | 165  | 365  |
| Campus Maintenance & utilities | 258 | 287 |
| Insurance                   | 175  | 161  |
| Depreciation                | 277  | 289  |
| Interest, taxes, bank and credit card fees | 137 | 135 |
| Other expenses              | 94   | 277  |
| **Total Operating Expense** | **5,329** | **6,107** |

| **Net Operating Income**    | 19   | 118  |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Non-operating Activity &amp; Adjustments</strong></th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permanently Restricted Contributions</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less: endowment funds used for operations</td>
<td>-254</td>
<td>-276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-operating activity investment gains (losses)</td>
<td>1,047</td>
<td>-405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Non-operating Activity &amp; Adjustments</strong></td>
<td><strong>873</strong></td>
<td><strong>-576</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Net Consolidated Income** | 892 | -458* |

*Due to market losses in endowment investments
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Chewonki inspires transformative growth, teaches appreciation and stewardship of the natural world, and challenges people to build thriving, sustainable communities throughout their lives.
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I imagine a future for Chewonki that is impactful, kind, joyous, inclusive, creative, vital!

I imagine a Chewonki that reflects the demographics of our country and embraces difference as powerful education.

I imagine a Chewonki that operates wisely within constraints of our natural resources.

I imagine a Chewonki that continues to educate year-round, as a school and a camp, changing lives through our programs and providing models for others to emulate.

I imagine a Chewonki rooted here on Chewonki Neck but with branches that extend beyond this place, in program and impact.

I imagine Chewonki friends working together to build thriving communities wherever they are, leading with integrity, impact, and compassion for others.

And I imagine all of us returning here, ourselves, and in the form of our descendants, for many centuries to come.

WILLARD MORGAN, PRESIDENT,
AUGUST 15, 2015, CENTENNIAL WEEKEND
I knew this place, I knew it well, every sound and every smell, and every time I walked I fell for the first two years or so.

There across the grassy yard, I a young one runnin’ hard, brown and bruised and battle-scarred and lost in sweet illusion.

And I remember every word from every voice I ever heard, every frog and every bird, yes, this is where it starts.

A brother’s laugh, the sighing wind, this is where my life begins. This is where I learned to use my hands and hear my heart…

from “I Knew This Place” by David Mallett